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Install base:
1

Policy
Default

Platform: 
Version:
2.3/2030

▲

Name:

Package Name:

Application ID:

Version Code:

Version Name:

Package info

Music Cloud

com.ms.music

2351fce915480e0e8dffb2c4bb7
13b543bef8ba477d0090c29bb5
aee7d2e8ad2

2030

2.3

File size:

MD5:

SHA1:

SHA256:

Binary meta data

531299

ddd81d10da0c083b831efc0806
a1e4b8

188c392e54a8e1029951a7df9a
84099bec0da983

2351fce915480e0e8dffb2c4bb7
13b543bef8ba477d0090c29bb5
aee7d2e8ad2

SHA1 Fingerprint:

Issuer Distinguished
Name:

Subject
Distinguished Name:

Developer Certificate

8DF4E1F9AA38B76D664631D7
4A5D21AEA32A03CF

CN=Unknown, OU=Unknown,
O=Unknown, L=Unknown,
ST=Unknown, C=Unknown.

CN=Unknown, OU=Unknown,
O=Unknown, L=Unknown,
ST=Unknown, C=Unknown.

▲

Music Cloud

Threat summary:
 (High) this app is infected with Gooligan malware

Description:
Application is not from a known market

Package Information

Capabilities Summary

Risk:
High

6466b5afc5db8c936717651fe8ee6867.html


Access Contacts Tracks Device Location Uses Camera

Sends SMS

▲

▲

Identifier:

Description:

Identifier:

Description:

Identifier:

Description:

Identifier:

Description:

Identifier:

Description:

Capabilities Details

Uses Camera
This app has access to the device Camera. It might take pictures without the user's knowledge.

Tracks Device Location
This app might track device location. Tracking location can continue also after the app is closed.

Sends SMS
Access to Private Data
This app might access and read SMS or send SMS in the user behalf without the user's knowledge.

Access Contacts
This app might access and read or update Contacts on the device.

Behaviors

Exfiltration of operator information

The application exfiltrates operator information over network.

Exfiltration of unique device identifier

The application exfiltrates SIM card identifier (IMSI) over network.

Exfiltration of unique device identifier

The application exfiltrates phone identifier (IMEI) over network.

Exfiltration of unique device identifier

The application exfiltrates SIM card identifier (IMSI) over SMS.

SMS to premium number

The application sends SMS to premium number .



Identifier:

Description:

Identifier:

Description:

Identifier:

Description:

Identifier:

Description:

Identifier:

Description:

Identifier:

Description:

Identifier:

Description:

▲

Exfiltration of device build information

The application exfiltrates build information over SMS.

Exfiltration of unique device identifier

The application exfiltrates MAC address over network.

Exfiltration of carrier information

The application exfiltrates carrier information over network.

SMS to pre-defined number

The application sends SMS to pre-defined number .

Exfiltration of device build information

The application exfiltrates build information over network.

Exfiltration of location information

The application exfiltrates cell location over network.

Exfiltration of operator information

The application exfiltrates operator information over SMS.

Network

Address IP Address Port Protocol More Info

bill.iseeyuan.com 47.88.84.219 80 TCP

www.mj-game.cc 104.25.205.27 80 TCP

sys.aedxdrcb.com 139.162.2.104 80 TCP

payment.mj-game.cc 104.25.205.27 80 TCP

down.rupewth.com 104.27.183.213 80 TCP

api.gadmobs.com 139.162.59.172 80 TCP

cdn.mj-game.cc 104.25.205.27 80 TCP

alog.umeng.com 110.173.196.36 80 TCP



▲Application permissions

Permission Risk Description

CHANGE_NETWORK_ST
ATE Medium Allows an application to change the state of network

connectivity.

ACCESS_COARSE_LOCA
TION Medium

Access coarse location sources, such as the mobile
network database, to determine an approximate phone
location, where available. Malicious applications can use
this to determine approximately where you are.

INTERNET Medium Allows an application to create network sockets.

CHANGE_CONFIGURATI
ON Medium Allows an application to change the current configuration,

such as the locale or overall font size.

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATIO
N Medium

Access fine location sources, such as the Global
Positioning System on the phone, where available.
Malicious applications can use this to determine where you
are and may consume additional battery power.

SEND_SMS Medium
Allows application to send SMS messages. Malicious
applications may cost you money by sending messages
without your confirmation.

GET_TASKS Medium

Allows application to retrieve information about currently
and recently running tasks. May allow malicious
applications to discover private information about other
applications.

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STOR
AGE Medium Allows an application to write to the SD card.

WRITE_CONTACTS Medium
Allows an application to modify the contact (address) data
stored on your phone. Malicious applications can use this
to erase or modify your contact data.

WRITE_SETTINGS Medium
Allows an application to modify the system&#39;s settings
data. Malicious applications can corrupt your
system&#39;s configuration.

READ_PHONE_STATE Medium

Allows the application to access the phone features of the
device. An application with this permission can determine
the phone number and serial number of this phone,
whether a call is active, the number that call is connected
to and so on.



READ_SMS Medium
Allows application to read SMS messages stored on your
phone or SIM card. Malicious applications may read your
confidential messages.

SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDO
W Medium

Allows an application to show system-alert windows.
Malicious applications can take over the entire screen of
the phone.

CAMERA Medium
Allows application to take pictures and videos with the
camera. This allows the application to collect images that
the camera is seeing at any time.

WAKE_LOCK Medium Allows an application to prevent the phone from going to
sleep.

RECEIVE_SMS Medium
Allows application to receive and process SMS messages.
Malicious applications may monitor your messages or
delete them without showing them to you.

MOUNT_UNMOUNT_FILE
SYSTEMS Medium Allows the application to mount and unmount file systems

for removable storage.

ACCESS_WIFI_STATE Low Allows an application to view the information about the
status of Wi-Fi.

ACCESS_NETWORK_STA
TE Low Allows an application to view the status of all networks.

READ_CALL_LOG Low

Allows the app to read the device call log, including data
about incoming and outgoing calls. This permission allows
apps to save your call log data, and malicious apps may
share call log data without user&#39;s knowledge.

READ_EXTERNAL_STOR
AGE Low Allows an application to read from the SD card.

RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPL
ETED Low

Allows an application to start itself as soon as the system
has finished booting. This can make it take longer to start
the phone and allow the application to slow down the
overall phone by always running.

com.android.launcher.permi
ssion.UNINSTALL_SHORT
CUT

Unknown No Description Available

com.android.launcher.permi
ssion.INSTALL_SHORTCU
T

Unknown No Description Available



android.permission.READ_
SETTINGS Unknown No Description Available

android.permission.ACCES
S_MTK_MMHW Unknown No Description Available
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AN ADVANCED APPROACH TO 
COMPREHENSIVE MOBILE SECURITY
Accurate threat detection and efficient response are critical components of preventing advanced 
attacks on smartphones and tablets. Traditional anti-virus and app reputation solutions can 
identify known threats, but they can’t detect zero-day malware or vulnerabilities in networks, 
operating  systems, and apps. 

It’s time to take a new approach.

Only solutions that can analyze behavior across all three vectors for indicators of attack can protect 
mobile devices effectively to keep them safe from cyber criminals. Check Point Mobile Threat Prevention 
identifies threats using on-device, network- and cloud-based algorithms, and triggers automatic 
defense responses that keep mobile devices and the data on them protected.

Check Point Protect app on iOS and Check Point Mobile Threat Prevention web-based admin console.
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CHECK POINT PROTECT APP
Check Point Protect is a lightweight app for iOS and Android™ that gathers data and 
helps analyze threats to devices in your environment. It monitors operating systems 
and information about apps and network connections that Check Point Mobile Threat 
Prevention uses to identify suspicious or malicious behavior. 

PRIVACY AND PERFORMANCE
To protect user privacy, Check Point Protect never collects or examines content or files. Instead, it 
examines critical risk indicators found in the anonymized data it collects. Some analysis is performed  
on the device while other more resource-intensive analysis is performed in the cloud. This approach 
minimizes any impact to device performance and battery life without changing the end-user experience.

NETWORK ANALYSIS
Everybody uses public Wi-Fi® hotspots, but they’re also an easy way to fool users into joining fake,  
malicious networks. Cyber criminals can use these man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacks to intercept  
communication between two or more parties, allowing them to capture or alter data in transit. 

Two common types of MitM attacks are SSL stripping and SSL bumping. SSL stripping circumvents 
automatic redirection to secure HTTPS connections, and SSL bumping uses fake SSL certificates to  
fool apps and browsers into believing they’re using private web connections. 

Check Point Mobile Threat Prevention detects these types of attacks which can leave sensitive data 
unprotected and open to the prying eyes of cyber criminals. When a user connects to a Wi-Fi network, 
the Check Point Protect app validates the integrity of SSL connections to detect compromises. It also 
checks the security of a connection using a cloud-based honeypot that detects if someone is using a  
MitM attack to break the connection. 

CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS
Changes to device configurations can happen for a number of reasons. Users might make or  
accept changes when installing apps, business organizations might require changes to meet  
policy requirements, or cyber criminals might make changes to carry out an attack. Certain  
configuration settings, like if an Android device is configured to allow installation of third-party  
apps from unknown sources, could expose significant security vulnerabilities. 

Check Point Protect monitors all configuration changes on the device. It also performs analysis for 
weaknesses in device operating systems, like vulnerable versions of Open SSL, which can expose  
devices to Heartbleed. On iOS, the app checks for CA certificate, proxy, or VPN configurations that  
could compromise the security of a device.
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ADVANCED ROOTING ANALYSIS
Gaining root access to a smartphone or tablet (also called “rooting” on Android and “jailbreaking” on 
iOS) is no longer something just gadget enthusiasts do so they can tinker with a device. Root access 
enables a wide range of customizations, and it gives users more access to do with their devices as  
they please. It also gives cyber criminals greater access, which exposes devices and data to risk. 

Many root detection methods, such as those used by Mobile Device Management (MDM) or 
Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) solutions, detect static root indicators like the existence  
of certain files in a system directory that enable root access. However, there are some free tools  
like Xposed Framework for Android or xCon for iOS that anyone can use to avoid MDM or  
EMM root or jailbreak detection. 

With root access, cyber criminals can even deny root check requests from the EMM or MDM  
entirely, giving them the obfuscation they need to carry out undetected attacks on mobile devices. 
Instead of just looking for static indicators like superuser files, Check Point Protect uses advanced 
techniques to detect if and how root access is granted on a device, including unexpected OS  
behavior that may indicate rooting or jailbreaks.

WHAT DO WE ALLOW YOU TO MONITOR?
• Signature and source of apps to determine if an app came from an app store or  

if it was it side-loaded

• New or updated apps installed on the device

• Acquisition of the app binary from app stores and marketplaces

• Acquisition of app binary from Android devices when an exact hash isn’t available  
on Google Play

• Wi-Fi connection status

• Operating system integrity, including jailbreak or root checking

• Configuration of the device

• Indication of compromise related to exploits

• SSL integrity information when connected to Wi-Fi
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BEHAVIORAL RISK ENGINE
Check Point Mobile Threat Prevention uses a cloud-based Behavioral Risk 
Engine (BRE) to perform in-depth threat analysis. In addition to the network,  
configuration, and root analysis data it collects, Check Point Protect sends  
information about apps on a device to the BRE. It uses this data to analyze  
and detect suspicious activity, and produces a risk score based on the type  
and severity of risk. The risk score is then used to determine what automatic  
mitigation action is needed to keep a device and its data protected. 

APPLICATION-BASED MALWARE DETECTION
Apps are an easy, effective way for cyber criminals to launch sophisticated, targeted attacks.  
That’s because most users implicitly trust apps they install no matter from where they’re  
downloaded. Making matters worse, most users don’t understand or read the permissions they 
grant during installation. Malicious apps can enable a host of activities like exfiltration of sensitive 
data, or remotely seizing control of sensors like the camera and microphone to spy on users  
and their surroundings. The best way to protect devices and data from these risks is to take a  
multi-layered approach to detecting and stopping app-based threats.

ANTI-VIRUS (AV) FEEDS
Much like a person can be identified by his or her unique fingerprint, malicious code in apps can be 
uncovered by looking for unique binary signatures. These scans provide an important first line of 
defense, but known malware families can be obfuscated, allowing them to bypass signature-based 
solutions. As part of its behavioral analysis, Check Point Mobile Threat Prevention immediately 
detects patterns of known attacks, but it also uses a number advanced detection methods designed 
to uncover unknown or zero-day threats AV signature scans alone cannot detect. 

DYNAMIC SANDBOX EMULATION
It’s difficult to understand how and app behaves in the real world if it sits idle in a sandbox. In fact, 
malware often waits for certain conditions or user inputs to trigger malicious activity. It may even 
trigger API calls to detect whether it’s being run in an emulator. 

Check Point Mobile Threat Prevention uncovers obfuscated, polymorphic and zero-day malware  
by capturing and installing apps in a dyanmic cloud-based sandbox. The sandbox emulates a  
range of different devices, operating systems, networks, user activities and conditions. This  
exposes vulnerabilities and exploitations like what apps will do over a period of time and if run 
under different circumstances including different geolocations and environmental conditions.  
It also simulates user inputs like tapping buttons and settings inside an app, making it harder  
for cybercriminals to detect if their malicious apps are being analyzed in a sandbox or used by a  
real person. 
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APP REPUTATION AND THREAT INTELLIGENCE
Some trustworthy apps can exhibit risky behavior. This causes false-positive headaches for  
IT and a poor experience for end users who might be blocked from using completely safe apps. 
Facebook, for example syncs and uploads contact details, calendar records and even records  
voice during status updates. 

Although this behavior is associated the most aggressive types of malware, Facebook isn’t  
malicious. Without a way to determine what apps can and can’t be trusted, some app reputation 
solutions might block users from downloading and using some apps.

Check Point Mobile Threat Prevention whitelists trustworthy apps automatically by correlating  
risk analysi's data with aggregated factors like a developer’s reputation, the number of downloads, 
app source, and the reputation of the server with which an app communicates. This allows end 
users to download the apps they want without security teams having to worry about these apps 
compromising devices or data.

ADVANCED CODE FLOW ANALYSIS
An app’s code is like a tremendous map of virtually infinite routes. The logic of one line of code  
may have dozens or even thousands of touchpoints, all within the same app. This makes it difficult 
to understsand if any of these routes are designed to trigger malicious activity. 

Check Point Mobile Threat Prevention captures apps and reverse-engineers them automatically. 
This creates a blueprint the solution then uses to expose code and deconstruct flows for semantic 
analysis that can identify suspicious patterns and behaviors. 

For example, advanced code flow analysis can expose whether hard-coded phone numbers are 
being used to contact premium SMS services, or if the code is using the device microphone to 
record sound files it sends to nefarious external servers.

Check Point Mobile Threat Prevention uses multi-dimensional threat risk scoring 
techniques to classify apps accurately.

RISKY 
(Behavior)

SAFE 
(Behavior)

TRUSTED 
(Reputation)

UNTRUSTED 
(Reputation)
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REMEDIATION AND MITIGATION
Based on the BRE’s ongoing analysis, each device is assigned a real-time risk 
score that correlates with the threat level of that device. The BRE classifies apps 
and threats to understand the severity of the risks each device poses to the  
organization. The score for each device is used to determine and execute the  
best attack mitigation strategy.

INDIVIDUALIZED RISK SCORE AND THREAT MITIGATION
The risk score for a device is adjusted any time there are new findings from ongoing assessments  
that represent a change in its risk profile. As a result, organizations always have an accurate picture 
of the types of threats devices on their network are facing, as well as detailed information about  
what is being done to mitigate those risks.

The BRE’s risk scores determine the mitigation and protection capabilities that will be used, based 
on pre-defined risk thresholds and policies set by the organization. Once a risk threshold has been 
reached, Check Point Mobile Threat Prevention automatically mitigates risks using automated 
responses on supported devices, in the network, or by triggering dynamic device policy changes  
on an organization’s MDM or EMM solution.

ON-DEVICE MITIGATION
A secure channel can be triggered automatically using a virtual private network 
(VPN) that protects the privacy and integrity of communications and minimizes  
the impact of an attack; on-demand, proactive user notifications that contain  
remediation steps to remove malware and block data exfiltration.

NETWORK-BASED MITIGATION
Active device protection delivers on-demand blocking of malware to defend against 
new, emerging and targeted attacks, spyware, drive-by attacks and MitM attacks.

MDM/EMM ACTIONS
MDM or EMM solutions manage devices and static policies that don’t change with 
the security posture of a device. Through integration with these systems, Mobile 
Threat Prevention dynamically changes access privileges to reflect current risk 
levels, transforming static management policies into active device protection.
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RISK CATEGORIES AND POTENTIAL MITIGATION OPTIONS 

Informational (Low Risk)

App and threat classification:
• Application or configurations have suspicious 

characteristics but doesn’t require immediate 
action

• Device has vulnerabilities specific to its platform 
and OS

Remediation and mitigation: 
• No response required unless malware or a malicious app  

tries to exploit the device’s vulnerabilities
• Dashboard alerts
• Compliance verification
• In-depth forensics, if needed

Warning (Medium Risk)

App and threat classification:
• Potentially contains dangerous capabilities that 

can be exploited including hacking/rooting tools, 
unauthorized backup tools, apps downloaded 
from unofficial stores or marketplaces

• Device has been jailbroken or rooted 

• iOS device contains risky or unauthorized  
configurations or network profiles

• Device has open, unpatched vulnerabilities that 
could be exploited, putting corporate data at risk

Remediation and mitigation:
• Dashboard alerts

• Admin email/SMS notification

• Changes in access privileges (via an MDM or NAC system)  
to critical corporate resources (email, internal apps,  
corporate network) to improve enforcement

• Policy violation alerts

• User notification indicates risky behavior and actions to take

• Optional: Triggers Active Protection, which activates a VPN 
channel to protect privacy and integrity of communications

Malicious (High Risk)

App and threat classification:
• Device infected with malware, exploits, or a  

malicious app that has malicious intent. Examples 
include mRATs, info stealers, and premium dialers

• Device demonstrates risky behavior that requires 
immediate mitigation, such as communicating 
with an unidentifiable server

• Man-in-the-Middle / Network attack

• Critical vulnerabilities like StageFright and 
BrainTest

Remediation and mitigation:
• Active protection: Blocking traffic to malicious servers to  

contain the attack. User can continue using the device for  
legitimate use until remediation is complete

• User notifications: User is informed about the risk and  
provided steps to remove malware and eliminate the threat

• MDM mitigation: Blocking a device or corporate access,  
wiping the secure container, etc.
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ADVANCED THREAT DETECTION CAPABILITIES 

Vector iOS Android

Device • Jailbreaking 

• Version-specific iOS exploits

• Suspicious configuration changes

• Rooting and root kits

• Version- or device-specific Android exploits 

• Suspicious configuration changes

• Vulnerable configurations

• File system tampering

Network • Man-in-the-middle attacks

• Malicious proxy and VPN profiles

• Man-in-the-middle attacks

Apps • Malicious behaviors

• Spyphones and RATs

• Side-loading of apps using stolen or  
fake certificates

• Malicious behaviors

• Spyphones and RATs

• Bots 

• SMS interception

• Keylogging and credential theft

• Screen scraping

The Check Point Incident Response Team is available  
to investigate and resolve complex security events  

that span from malware events, intrusions or denial of service attacks. 

For more information, visit checkpoint.com/mobilesecurity

©2016 Check Point Software Technologies Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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